CHEERLEADING • STUNTWORK

GYMNASTICS • MARTIAL ARTS

18" PIT INSTALLATION / ASSEMBLY RECOMMENDATIONS
ONE-PIECE COVER

IMPORTANT
NOTE:

Use Spray Adhesive
included to attach
foam layers together
to avoid foam stack
from shifting during
assembly or pit use.

with Breather Mesh Top,
Solid Vinyl Walls and
Zipper Closure.
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6" thick, ripples in short direction facing DOWN
6" thick solid foam slab

NOTE: READ THESE RECOMMENDATIONS COMPLETELY BEFORE STARTING TO INSTALL OR ASSEMBLE THIS PRODUCT.

Due to the size of this product, it is shipped unassembled to reduce your freight cost as well as the possibility of shipping
damage. Assembly is easy and will acquaint you with Norbert's exclusive interchangeable filler feature.
Supplied components are as illustrated above plus one can of spray adhesive.
1.

Find a large clean area (free-x floor area is ideal) to assemble your pit. No tools required. Foam glue is supplied
to repair any foam seam separation (if any) and for bonding foam layers together. Follow instructions on can.

2.

Assemble the three layers of filler foam as illustrated above. Working your way around the stack, spray adhesive onto
top & bottom surfaces of each slab in stack including inward facing corner surfaces of top and bottom slabs.
The idea is to bond entire stack together so that it won't shift out of line during assembly. Glue will begin to get tacky
in about a minute. As it does, pinch all surfaces together until all slabs are bonded together.

3.

After foam stack has been attached together with spray adhesive, slide foam stack into enclosure. If you have
difficulty, turn foam stack on it’s side and slide the enclosure over the top so the solid vinyl back wall fits into all
corners, then pull the zippered corners into place.

4.

IMPORTANT Have someone pull the zippered sections together while zipper is closed making sure ALL of the
zipper teeth engange. Failure to assure zipper fastens correctly may cause zipper failure during pit use.

TIP: Periodically remove foam stack from cover, flip it over and reassemble to promote even wear.

WARNING!

A possibility of serious injury, including paralysis or death, is inherent in any activity involving motion or height. Equipment with which this notice is
included is intended for use only by properly trained, qualified persons under supervised conditions. Use without proper supervision is dangerous and
should not be undertaken or permitted. Know your limitations as well as the limitations of your equipment. Consult a qualified instructor before
attempting any new activity or skill. This equipment must be used with proper mats, spotting equipment and qualified spotters for each activity or skill.
Use this equipment only for its intended purpose. Do not modify equipment in any way. Inspect each component for damage, loose fittings or signs of
wear before each use. Do not use if you have any concern as to the condition of this equipment. Test unit for stability prior to each use. Do not use if
you have any concern about the stability, condition or suitability of this equipment. Inspect warning labels and replace when marred or damaged.
Before each subsequent use, re-check equipment stability and settings.
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